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Abstract
In this paper, we determine the analytical form of
the interaction matrix related to any moments that
can be computed from binary or segmented images.
We then apply this theoretical result to image-based
visual servoing by selecting six combinations of mo-
ments able to control the six dof of the system. The
experimental results we present show that a correct
behavior of the system is obtained if we consider ei-
ther a simple symetrical object, either a planar object
with complex and unknown shape.
1 Introduction
Image moments have been widely used in computer
vision for a very long time, especially for pattern
recognition applications [6, 9, 8]. It would be inter-
esting to use them in visual servoing since they pro-
vide a generic representation of any object that can
be segmented in an image. They also provide a more
geometric and intuitive meaning than the features
that have been proposed in [3] from the contour of
an object. Temptatives of using moments in 2D vi-
sual servoing have already been presented in the past
(without speaking of course of all the works based on
several blobs centroids). The problem was that the
analytical form of the interaction matrix related to
image moments was not available. This matrix is
however essential to design a visual servoing control
scheme. That is why, in [1], if the idea of using im-
age moments was expressed rigorously, very coarse
approximations were performed in practice to con-
trol only 4 dof of a robot using the area, the centroid
and the main orientation of an object in the image.
Similarly, in [10], a neural networks has been devel-
oped to numerically estimate this interaction matrix.
The first contribution of this paper is that it presents
a method to determine the analytical form of the in-
teraction matrix related to any image moments.
An other objective of using moments in image-based
visual servoing is to try to determine features that
avoid the potential problems that may appear when
redundant image points coordinates are used: local
minima, coupled features that leads to unadequate
robot trajectories, etc [2]. In fact, we would like to
find again the nice properties of 2 1/2 D visual servo-
ing [7], but using visual features extracted only from
the current image (to avoid any partial pose estima-
tion at each iteration of the control scheme, which
introduces some sensitivity to image noise). A nice
step in that way has been recently presented in [4].
More precisely, we search for six independent visual
features such that the corresponding interaction ma-
trix has a maximal decoupled structure, without any
singularity, and such that its condition number is as
low as possible (to improve the robustness and the
numerical stability of the system). The second con-
tribution of this paper is concerned with this objec-
tive.
2 Interaction matrix of image moments
Let O be the observed object and I(t) the image
aquired by the camera at time t. We denote D(t)
the part of I(t) where the object projects, and C(t)
the contour of D(t). We do not consider in this pa-
per the intensity level of each pixel, which means
that either binary images are aquired, either a spatial
segmentation algorithm, providing binary images, is
first performed on the acquired images. In that case,
the moments mij of O in the image are defined by:
mij(t) =
∫∫
D(t)
f(x, y) dxdy (1)
where f(x, y) = xiyj . We are interested in determin-
ing an analytical form describing the time variation
m˙ij of moment mij in function of the relative kine-
matic screw T = (VT ΩT )T between the camera
and the object, where V and Ω represent the trans-
lational and rotational velocity components respec-
tively. As for classical geometrical features [5], we
will obtain a linear link that can be expressed under
the form:
m˙ij = Lmij T (2)
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where Lmij is called the interaction matrix related
to mij .
In (1), the only part that is function of time t is D(t).
The time variation of mij can thus be obtained from
the variation of C(t). More precisely, we have (see
Figure 1):
m˙ij =
∮
C(t)
f(x, y)
−→˙
x .−→n dl (3)
where
−→˙
x is the velocity of contour point x = (x y)T ,
−→n is the unitary vector normal to C(t) at point x,
and dl is an infinitesimal element of contour C(t).
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Figure 1: Time variation of contour C(t)
If the following conditions are satisfied (which is the
case in practice):
• C(t) is continuous by parts,
• vector f(x, y)−→˙x is tangent to D(t) and continu-
ously differentiable, ∀x ∈ D(t),
we can use the famous Green’s theorem and write (3)
under the form:
m˙ij =
∫∫
D(t)
div[f(x, y)
−→˙
x ] dxdy (4)
By developping (4), we finally obtain:
m˙ij =
∫∫
D
[
∂f
∂x
x˙+
∂f
∂y
y˙+f(x, y)(
∂x˙
∂x
+
∂y˙
∂y
)]dxdy (5)
In this expression, the terms x˙, y˙, ∂x˙∂x and
∂y˙
∂y can be
linearly expressed to the kinematic screw T. Indeed,
for any point with coordinates x = (x y)T in the
image whose corresponding 3D point has depth Z,
we have the well known relation:
−→˙
x = Lx T (6)
where:
Lx=
(−1/Z 0 x/Z xy −1−x2 y
0 −1/Z y/Z 1+y2 −xy −x
)
(7)
At this step, we consider that the 3D observed ob-
ject belongs to a continuous surface, which means in
other words that we assume that it does not present
any depth discontinuity. In that case, the depth of
any 3D object point can be expressed as a continuous
function of its image coordinates x and y:
1
Z
=
∑
p≥0,q≥0
Apqx
pyq (8)
For instance, if the object is planar, or has a planar
limb surface (see [5] for more details), whose equation
expressed in the camera frame is given by:
Z = αX + βY + Z0,
we have:
1
Z
= Ax + By + C (9)
where A = −α/Z0, B = −β/Z0 and C = 1/Z0. In
the remainder of this paper, we will only consider
planar objects. Equation (9) will thus be used in-
stead of (8) to symplify the mathematical develop-
ments.
Using (9) in (7), (6) can finally be written:


x˙ = −(Ax + By + C).Vx
+ x(Ax + By + C).Vz
+ xy.Ωx − (1 + x2).Ωy + y.Ωz
y˙ = −(Ax + By + C).Vy
+ y(Ax + By + C).Vz
+ (1 + y2).Ωx − xy.Ωy − x.Ωz
(10)
from which we deduce:


∂x˙
∂x =−AVx+(2Ax+By+C)Vz+yΩx−2xΩy
∂y˙
∂y =−BVy+(Ax+2By+C)Vz+2yΩx−xΩy
(11)
Substituting (10) and (11) in (5), and knowing that
f(x, y) = xiyj , ∂f∂x = ix
i−1yj and ∂f∂y = jx
iyj−1, we
can express (5) under the expected form (2). We
obtain after simple developments:
Lmij =
(
mvx mvy mvz mwx mwy mwz
)
(12)
where:

mvx = −i(Amij +Bmi−1,j+1+Cmi−1,j)−Amij
mvy = −j(Ami+1,j−1+Bmij +Cmi,j−1)−Bmij
mvz = (i+j+3)(Ami+1,j+Bmi,j+1+Cmij)−Cmij
mwx = (i+j+3)mi,j+1 + jmi,j−1
mwy = −(i+j+3)mi+1,j − imi−1,j
mwz = imi−1,j+1 − jmi+1,j−1
The time variation of a moment of order i + j can
thus be expressed from the moments of order less
than i + j + 2 and from the 3D parameters A, B
and C. This nice property will allow us to easily use
image moments in image-based visual servoing.
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3 Determination of adequate moments
for image-based visual servoing
The main problem is now to determine what are
the moments we have to select in a visual servo-
ing control scheme. For that, we first consider the
classical moments of low order that are the area
a(= m00), and the coordinates xg(= m10/m00) and
yg(= m01/m00) of the center of gravity of an object
in the image.
The interaction matrices related to these visual fea-
tures are obtained directly from (12):
La=( −aA −aB a(3/Zg−C)
3ayg −3axg 0 )
Lxg=( −1/Zg 0 xg/Zg+1
xgyg+n11 −(1+x2g+n20) yg )
Lyg=( 0 −1/Zg yg/Zg+2
1+y2g+n02 −xgyg−n11 −xg )
(13)
with 1/Zg = Axg + Byg + C, 1 = An20 + Bn11,
2 = An11 + Bn02 where n20, n02 and n11 are the
normalized centred moments of order 2:
nij = 4µij/a with


µ20 = m20 − ax2g
µ02 = m02 − ay2g
µ11 = m11 − axgyg
We can note that a˙ depends linearly of a (we have
of course a˙ = 0 if a = 0). Furthermore, when the
object is centered and parallel to the image plane
(A = B = xg = yg = 0), we have a˙ = 0 for all camera
motions but the expected translation Vz along the
optical axis.
We can also note that the interaction matrix related
to the coordinates of the center of gravity of the ob-
ject is a generalization of the interaction matrix (7)
related to the coordinates of a point. Indeed, for a
physical point, we have n20 = n11 = n02 = 0 and we
can set A = B = 0 in (13) to obtain exactly classical
equation (7).
From another point of view, we can say that all pre-
vious works in visual servoing that used the coordi-
nates of the center of gravity as visual features ([4]
for instance) in fact used with (7) an approximation
of the real interaction matrix. However, it was not
a crucial problem since closed-loop visual servoing
schemes are well known to be robust with respect to
such modeling errors.
Finally, it is well known and clear from (13) that xg
and yg are mainly related to translational motion Vx
along camera x-axis and rotational motion ωy around
y-axis (for xg), and to translational motion Vy and
rotational motion ωx (for yg).
We now consider the centered moments µij . They
are defined by:
µij =
∫∫
D
(x− xg)i(y − yg)jdxdy (14)
Knowing the relation between µij and the moments
mkl of order less than i + j + 1:
µij =
i∑
k=0
j∑
l=0
(
i
k
)(
j
l
)
(−xg)i−k(−yg)j−lmkl (15)
we can determine the interaction matrix related to
µij using (12). We can even obtain the analytical
form of this matrix expressed with the centered mo-
ments by using the reciprocal relation to (15) that
links any mkl to the centered moments of order less
than k + l + 1. After some (tedious) developments,
we obtain the following simple form:
Lµij =
(
µvx µvy µvz µwx µwy µwz
)
(16)
with:
µvx = −(i + 1)Aµij − iBµi−1,j+1
µvy = −jAµi+1,j−1 − (j + 1)Bµij
µvz = −Aµwy + Bµwx + (i + j + 2)Cµij
µwx = (i + j + 3)µi,j+1 + ixgµi−1,j+1
+(i + 2j + 3)ygµij − in11µi−1,j − jn02µi,j−1
µwy = −(i + j + 3)µi+1,j − (2i + j + 3)xgµij
−jygµi+1,j−1 + in20µi−1,j + jn11µi,j−1
µwz = iµi−1,j+1 − jµi+1,j−1
We can first note that all centered moments are in-
variant with respect to tranlational motions parallel
to the image plane only if the image plane is parallel
to the object (µvx = µvy = 0 iff A = B = 0).
Second, we could hope that using as visual fea-
tures s the six moments of order less than 3 (that
is s =
(
a xg yg µ20 µ11 µ02
)T
), the six dof
of the system could be controlled. However, we can
show that the interaction matrix Ls related to s is
always of maximal rank 5 when symetrical objects
appears in the image (such as for example circles,
ellipses, squares, and rectangles). Furthermore, for
non symetrical objects, even if Ls is of full rank 6,
its condition number is really too high to provide
satisfactory results (the control scheme is unstable).
Moments of order at least equal to 3 have thus to be
involved in the selection of the visual features.
Despite this, an interesting feature can be selected
from the moments of order 2. It is of course the
object orientation θ defined by:
θ =
1
2
arctan (
2µ11
µ20 − µ02 ) (17)
We obtain using (16):
Lθ =
(
θvx θvy θvz θwx θwy −1
)
(18)
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with:


θvx = αA + βB
θvy = −γA− αB
θvz = −Aθwy + Bθwx
θwx = −βxg + αyg + δ
θwy = αxg − γyg + ν
and


α = µ11(µ20 + µ02)/∆
β = [2µ211 + µ02(µ02 − µ20)]/∆
γ = [2µ211 + µ20(µ20 − µ02)]/∆
δ = 5[µ12(µ20 − µ02) + µ11(µ03 − µ21)]/∆
ν = 5[µ21(µ02 − µ20) + µ11(µ30 − µ12)]/∆
∆ = (µ20 − µ02)2 + 4µ211
We can note that θ is invariant with respect to any
translational motion when the object plane is parallel
to the image plane (A = B = 0). Of course, we
can also note the direct link between the variation
of θ and the rotational motions ωz around the optical
axis.
We thus have four visual features (coordinates xg
and yg of the center of gravity, area a, and orienta-
tion θ) which can be easily obtained from moments
of order less than 3 and which are closely related
respectively to Vx and ωy, Vy and ωx, Vz , and ωz.
These four features have already been used in the
partitioned system presented in [4] (with a more
intuitive and approximative modeling of the inter-
action matrix). The question is now to determine
two supplementary visual features in order to decou-
ple ωy from Vx and ωx from Vy. For that, the clas-
sical skewness terms defined by Sx = µ30/µ
3/2
20 and
Sy = µ03/µ
3/2
02 could be used [9, 10]. However, exper-
iments have shown that a larger convergence domain
and a better behavior are obtained using features de-
signed from normalized Hu’s invariants [6], intuition,
and tests. More precisely, we propose for symetrical
objects:
{
sx =
√
a (s1t1 + s2t2)/K
sy =
√
a (s2t1 − s1t2)/K (19)
where


s1 = µ03 − 3µ21, t1 = (µ20 − µ02)2 − 4µ211
s2 = µ30 − 3µ12, t2 = 4µ11(µ20 − µ02),
K = ∆ (µ20 + µ02)
3
2
and, for non symetrical objects:
{
P2 = ∆/(µ20 + µ02)
2
P3 = a (s
2
1 + s
2
2)/(µ20 + µ02)
3 (20)
4 Experimental results
In the presented experimental results, we have used
the classical control law:
Tc = −λ L+s|s=s∗ (s− s∗) (21)
where Tc is the camera kinematic screw sent to the
low level robot controller, λ is a positive gain, and
L+
s|s=s∗ is the pseudo-inverse of the interaction ma-
trix related to s computed for the desired value s∗.
When six visual features are used, we simply have
L+
s|s=s∗ = L
−1
s|s=s∗ since s is chosen such that Ls|s=s∗
is of full rank 6. Using this control scheme, only the
local stability of the systen is demonstrated since the
sufficient positivity condition:
L+
s|s=s∗Ls(t) > 0
is only ensured in a neighborhood of s = s∗ (see [5]
for more details). Using L+
s
instead of L+
s|s=s∗ in con-
trol scheme (21) would may give even better results,
but we have currently no way to estimate the 3D
parameters A, B and C involved in the interaction
matrix when objects of unknown shape are consid-
ered.
4.1 Case of a simple symetrical object
We first consider a simple rectangular object whose
corners can easily be tracked in the acquired images.
The desired camera position is such that the rectan-
gle is parallel to the image plane, at a range of 50 cm
from the camera optical center (A = B = 0, C = 2),
and such that the rectangle is centered and horizon-
tal in the image (see Figure 2.a). The displacement
that the camera has to realize is approximatively
composed of a rotation of -35, -20 and -65 degrees
around camera axis x, y and z respectively, and of
a translation of 10, -25 and 15 cm along these axes.
The image acquired at the initial camera position is
displayed on Figure 2.b.
(a) (b)
Figure 2: (a) Desired image, (b) Initial image
Using the coordinates xi and yi of the four corners as
visual features, the related interaction matrix com-
puted for the desired value s∗ does not present any
interesting decoupling properties and we can note
that its condition number is approximatively equal
to 180. The obtained results are depicted on Fig-
ure 4. Hopefully, the camera reaches its desired po-
sition, but we can see that the corners trajectories in
the image, as well as the camera trajectory (that can
be extrapolated from the computed velocity), are not
particularly satisfactory.
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We now describe the results obtained for the same
experiment exactly but using the six visual features
described in Section 3. In practice, we determine the
shape of the quadrilateral that corresponds to the im-
age of the rectangle from the position of the corners,
and then compute the moments of the quadrilateral.
We thus have as visual features:
s =
(
xg yg a sx sy θ
)T
whose desired value s∗ is given by:
s =
(
0 0 a∗ 0 0 0
)T
For that value, the interaction matrix presents excel-
lent decoupling properties since it is upper triangu-
lar with only two non null values in the upper part.
More precisely, we have:
Ls|s=s∗ =


−2 0 0 0 −1.02 0
0 −2 0 1.01 0 0
0 0 0.2 0 0 0
0 0 0 −0.15 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.19 0
0 0 0 0 0 −1


whose condition number is now equal to 17.1. The
numerical stability of the system is thus greatly
improved using moments-based features instead of
points features (gain with scale equal to more than
10). The obtained results are depicted on Figure 5
and 3. By comparing Figure 4 and 5, we can im-
mediately observe the improvements obtained in the
camera and image corners trajectories.
-1
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0
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Figure 3: Results for the rectangle using image mo-
ments as visual features: Image moments error (m)
4.2 Case of a complex object: the “whale”
We finally present the results obtained for a non sy-
metrical planar object whose shape is quite complex
(see Figure 6.a and 6.b). In practice, the moments
are now computed by simple summations on the bi-
narized images, this simple image processing being
performed at the video rate. We now use as visual
features:
s =
(
xg yg a P2 P3 θ
)
The numerical value of the interaction matrix com-
puted from the desired image given in Figure 6.a is
given by:
Ls|s=s∗ =


−2 0 0.09 0.01 −1.04 0.01
0 −2 0.01 1.02 −0.01 −0.05
0 0 0.26 0.01 −0.01 0
0 0 0 0.08 −0.11 0
0 0 0 0.04 0.05 0
0 0 0 −0.00 −0.05 −1


We can note that Ls|s=s∗ is no more purely triangu-
lar (but such a form has not been obtained yet) and
presents more non null values in the upper part than
previously (mainly because the “whale” is not cen-
tered in the desired image). The condition number of
Ls|s=s∗ is now equal to 42.1, which is still far better
than using points coordinates in s (and it would be
impossible to use points coordinates in that case).
The results obtained for the same displacement to
realize as before are depicted on Figure 6. Even if
the decreasing behavior of the visual features is sim-
ilar for the rectangle and for the “whale” (compare
Figure 3 and 6.c), the camera trajectory is a little
bit less satisfactory (compare Figure 5.c and 6.d).
The convergence is however obtained, even for the
large considered displacement, and all the “whale”
remains in the camera field of view during the posi-
tioning task. We can finally note that the small white
part outside the “whale” (see Figure 6.a and 6.b),
which is taken into account in the computation of
the moments, does not perturb at all the behavior of
the system.
5 Conclusion
This paper presents a first step to use image moments
in visual servoing. The improvements with respect
to classical visual servoing seem to be significative
since we obtained a generic representation with nice
decoupling and stability properties. A lot of works
remain however to be done. First, we would like
to determine other moments-based visual features to
obtain even better results, especially for non symet-
rical objects. We also have to study the robustness
of our scheme with respect to calibration errors and
to partial occlusions.
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